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IMPROVEMENT TARGET
Decrease the wait time to under two weeks for first
through third available musculoskeletal ultrasound
study/procedure

DEFINE STAGE – Relevant Stakeholders
•
•
•
•
•

Patients
Orthopedic and sports medicine physicians
Radiologists
Sonographers
Administrative assistant/schedulers
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ANALYZE STAGE - Ishikawa Diagram
• We constructed an Ishikawa diagram to brainstorm
potential causes of the long wait for MSK Ultrasound.
• Since we were understaffed in our section we chose
not to simply add clinics and/or force all MSK
radiologists to perform MSK US.
• We did not have the budget to hire more radiologists.
• We thought the largest contributor to the backlog was
the total appointments available per week.
• Our solutions focused on adding available time slots
without increasing clinic days.

IMPROVE STAGE - Intervention 1
• At week four on the run chart (to follow) as a PDSA
project, we reduced the length of an MSK US
study/procedure time slot from 45 minutes to 30
minutes.
• We had noticed very few of the studies/procedures
required the entire 45 minutes (This was a waste in the
form of unused time).
• The MSK sonographers had over 1 year of experience
in MSK ultrasound, so we believed they could handle
the shorter time slots.
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Intervention 2
• At week nineteen on the run chart (to follow), we took one
of the three MSK US clinic days and moved it to our
outpatient imaging center.
• We opened two rooms with an MSK sonographer in each
room. In the hospital, only one ultrasound room was
available, the other was reserved for ED and inpatients.
• This outpatient MSK ultrasound clinic performed only
diagnostic exams, not joint procedures.
• We wanted to more fully utilize the most costly resource
(the radiologist) and further eliminate waste by having that
radiologist cover two rooms.

Figure 1. Below is an annotated run chart demonstrating the wait time (in days) for the first
(blue line), second (red line) and third (green line) available time slots over a 30-week period
with two interventions (arrows). At arrow one, time slots were decreased from 45 to 30
minutes, a 60% increase in time slots. At arrow two, two ultrasound rooms were utilized on
one of the clinic days, a 33.3% increase in total time slots.
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Negative consequences
• Negative consequences of intervention 1 included a
decrease in satisfaction of the sonographers
• Negative consequences of intervention 2 include
 1) The radiologist on MSK ultrasound would no longer have
time to help read imaging studies on the work list and
turn-around-time increased.
 2) The use of the second ultrasound room on the double
clinic day resulted in an increased wait for first, second and
third available body ultrasound cases.
 3) The inability of the outpatient MSK US clinic to perform
procedures increased the complexity of scheduling.

CONCLUSION
• With two interventions utilizing Lean, we significantly
increased patient access and decreased wait time for
MSK diagnostic ultrasound and ultrasound guided joint
injections
• There was a decrease in patient and referring provider
complaints about the wait
• Improvement was accomplished without adding a clinic
day
• Since we didn’t reach our goal of less than two weeks,
we will need to continue to find solutions, likely diverting
simple joint injections ordered with ultrasound to MSK
fluoroscopy clinic
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